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Atlantean kodex the course of empire

When you look at the beautiful artwork that adorns the new Atlantean Kodex work, does it remind you of another classic album cover? Take a close look. If your metal mind went back in time for Bathori's blood fire to die, you win the approval of the steel ove. And it seems that the similarity in art is far from accidental.
After impressing the metalverse with 2013s The White Goddess, the band took their sweet time working out a sequel, and the empire's long-awaited run certainly calls up the bathory-esque Viking epic side of Atlantean Kodex's mammoth heavy metal sound. Along with the band's usual While Heaven Wept meets
Manowar on Manilla Road take on an oversized metal throwback, there's a strong Hammeheart influence under-girding the already titanic, soaring compositions, making for a heavier, darker sound. With over an hour of hostage bombing and reckless excess in battle inside, it takes a strong back and an iron will weather
this storm, so whip yourself to the mast, ignore the siren song and let's set sail for the high adventure. After a strong introduction builds a gigantic-sized mood with Markus Becker dramatically tossing into empires growing and decreasing, you're treated to the 9-minute grandeur of The People of the Moon and all its
majestic grandeur and rich metal ornaments. It's the classic Kodex melody, driven by a mix of squadron riffs, and heavier, Viking-esque battle leads, then topped with Becker's vocal heights. It's like manowar about Into Glory Ride tried their hand at destruction, and it's glorious to see. Heavy, melodic and accessible like
all hell, it's what epic metal should sound like in the finest detail - the high, punch in the chorus of wind, the emotional ebb and flows, the ability to make the musical feel ginormous, it's all here. You'll be strapping to the chest Plate ov Bravery before the song is even half over, and if you haven't become king of your own
hand by its conclusion, you're not Cimmerian. Brilliant, timeless things, and there's so much, so much more to come. Lion of Chaldy is just as huge, sounding like a metalized retelling of Ridley Scott's Kingdom of Heaven. It's stout, catchy and wonderfully rich - a sweeping panorama of metal with a chorus that sticks like
tar. Chariots begin life with ominous, heavy squadron riffs that recall Celtic Frost's Mega Therion era before switching to Immortal-meets While the sky wept, and manowar's early days influence is never far away. As Inner most light flies, it's almost impossible not to hear The Misty Mountains Cold from The Hobbit before
the battle axes are given. The small touches of classical orchestration and ecclesiastical instruments add a greater sense of and awe, and the short run time leaves you wanting more. The back-half of the album is a monstrous epic after another starting with A Secret Byzantine, which is an imposing melody - the kind you
want blowing up as you march into ragnarok's final battle, and is one of the band's best - massive, monolithic and as powerful as a song can be without reaching out from your speakers to hand you Excalibur. He who walks back the years introduces a dose of the John Arch-era Fats Warning into his proggier structure
and vocal motifs, and it grew to become one of my favorite moments of the album. The biggest piece comes to an end with the nearly 11-minute title track, and after so many huge, overwhelming compositions, it had to really shine to ward off battle fatigue and Dragon Disorder Disorder disorder, and fortunately, shine it
does. It's almost like a dream collaboration from Bathory, Running Wild, Doomsword, and while the sky wept, and it's just a slobberknocker of an epic metal melting pot. So noble, so royal, this is the classic metal is the theme. The only complaints I have are trivial. Some songs could have been cut down by a tad,
especially the title track that seems to wind out, only to wave back for 4 more minutes, approaching the endless end of Lotr III: Return of the King. I could chat and say that the highs here are not as high as those of the White Goddess, but these are small issues, and what The Atlantic Kodex has forged is a huge victory.
The band builds one colossal song after another, full of exciting moments and bold bravery, and its ensemble is amazing to experience. Markus Becker surpasses himself by channeling John Arch and Joachim Hammerfall of the Cans as he glides over the heavy riffs like an iron eagle, bringing trve metal to the filthy,
oppressed masses. He is the master in this legendary epic and takes songs to places that many frontmen couldn't. Manuel Trummer and Coralie Baier's new axe piled the album with thick, heavy riffs that cross fate and Viking genres adroitly. Their playing keeps the material heavy and full of gravitas no matter how
melodic Becker's vocals get, while their restrained, tasteful and beautiful solo-work takes you to majestic mountain views and ancient battlefields now at peace. The whole band is in great shape, and really accomplished something special here. The White Goddess was going to be a hard album at the top, but Atlantean
Kodex has indeed peaked at the course of empire. This is the crown jewel of their discography and cements their status as the top epic metal masters, bar none. It is a monolithic magnum opus, taking the best of the traditional and extreme metal and hammering them into the strongest of war hammers. I am very
impressed by this record and look forward to having a deep and lasting friendship with it over the coming decades. Guards, knights, followers, get ready for battle! Rating: 4.5/5.0 DR: 10 | Review format: 320 kbps mp3 Ván Εγγραφές Ιστοσελίδες: atlanteankodex.de | atlanteankodex-vanrecords.bandcamp.com |
facebook.com/atlantean-kodex κυκλοφορίες σε όλο τον κόσμο: 13 Σεπτεμβρίου 2019 Cat# Καλλιτέχνης Τίτλος (Format) Ετικέτα Cat# Country Year VAN287 Atlantean Kodex The Course Of Empire (LP + LP, S/Sided, Etch + Album, S/Edition, S/Edition, Sell this version VAN287 Atlantean Kodex The Path of empire (LP,
Red + LP, S/Sided, Etch, Red + Album, Ltd) sell this version VAN287 Atlantean Kodex The Path of empire (CD, Album) Sell this version VAN287 Atlantean Kodex The Path of Empire (LP + LP, S/Sided, Etch + Album, 180) Sell this version VAN287 Atlantean Kodex The Path of Empire (LP, Amb + LP, S/Sided, Etch, Amb
+ CD + Album, Ltd.) Sell this version, if you like Atlantean Kodex, may also like: Slowly but surely, walks. He's taking his time. He already knows that he is the king, that his throne is reserved for him and that his faithful subjects have been waiting for him for six years now. He knows that, in the meantime, many have
pretended to compete with him, many have tried to conquer the vacancy, but no one can count up to him. He knows he could wait another hundred years if no one had to question his condition. He knows that he reigns supreme, he, above, who saw all the most glorious empires rise and fall. He knows that no one would
dare doubt him, who already showed us his talent on a first proper record in 2010 and another excellent one in 2013. Since, and with only two albums under his arm, he showed us who was the real boss of the European heavy metal epic: I naturally want to talk about Atlantean Kodex, which hits very hard this fall with his
new album lasting more than an hour, The Course of Empire. And watch out for appearances: behind its comfortable, calm aspect, this tray is a mixed bag. To tell you the truth, this album is so very crowded with different atmospheres that I was almost forced to take a break halfway, so much so that I had already
digested things and that it was mandatory not to reach saturation point, afraid not to appreciate the second half at its fair value. This is not a simple, calm heavy metal album that pleases us in the heat of the moment, alone or during the party, no. The Course of Empire is a true and epic walk through history. For that
matter, Atlantean Kodex knows he's the boss of the game: that's why he takes his time, for an hour, to propose an epic heavy metal courting many times with fate and even get to the point of marking his record with ambient tracks that give another dimension to the set. In short, the band reuses the same formula as
usual, but without disappointing or boring, because they subtly differentiate their game. There are songs with a heavy riffing, based on a very polemic drumming that makes the fist raised (People of the Moon, Lions of Chaldeia, The Course of the Empire) and a few others that show a more doom aspect, more focused
atmosphere drew from the sound authorities rather than pure riffing. To give a few examples, the beginning of the Chariot is not really made of riffs, but rather of atmospheres made from the strings of power that bring a particularly dark aspect to this introduction. The people of the Moon take its time: almost ten minutes
that almost make it progressive with all its breaks and and that coordinate it left, right, and center. The album also emphasizes the singer, who shines more than ever on an Atlantean Kodex album. In People of the Moon, he sings even if he has nothing to sing with Aaah! which would make Einar Solberg pale. There are
also great moments in the pure passage of guitars of Arapies and The One Who Walks Back the Years, in The Inner most Light with his choirs, Spell of the Western Sea, made only from singing in front of atmospheric sounds. We also find many choirs here and there in The Course of Empire and a narrative voice in Die
Welt von Gestern (The World of Yesterday) that my very bad German knowledge cannot translate. As mentioned earlier, the album takes its time. There are no fewer than four songs that act as transition songs, which are not really metal, and whose sole purpose is to set an atmosphere or make a proper transition with
the following track. Since then, many tracks have followed each other without a clear cut, giving the album an impression of a stream of music that rarely ends. These moments are ideal for the band to experiment with one or two things, presenting the album with official elements and announcing the tone from the
beginning with the chorus of The Course of Empire with The Alpha and the Occident, mitigating with atmospheric songs such as The Inner most light and The Spell of the Western Sea and finishing skilfully with Die Welt Von Gestern. Taking his time because he is the king and that no one will dethrone it, Atlantean Kodex
completes convincing the most skeptical with this third excellent album, alternating between war riffs, choirs and beautiful sings, atmospheric breaks and catchy choirs, all in an atmosphere that strongly smells of fate that brings a superior dimension to the album and that plunges us into an unparalleled epic. Epic.
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